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SUMMARY 

 
 

The aim of the research is evaluation of changes in rock characteristics based on analysis and 

interpretation of seismic acoustic observations in the area of the natural and technical system of 

Dnister PSPP. The proposed technique can be used in the design of other objects of this type, as 

modelling the behaviour of the object under the influence of natural and technogenic factors makes it 

possible to assess possible risks and prevent them. 
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Introduction 

 

Dnister PSPP is located 8 km northeast of the city of Sokyryany, Chernivtsi oblast (48°30′49′′N, 

27°28′24′′E). Its construction began in 1983. At the present time, the first stage of construction has 

been completed – 3 storage pumps (out of 7 designed). As a result of the construction of the Dnister 

PSPP, the Dnister upper reservoir was formed with a water-surface area of 1.3 km2 (design area 3.0 

km2) and an active capacity – 11.45 km2 (project capacity 32.70 km2). The Dnister upper reservoir is 

located on a plateau 125 m above the level of the Dnister buffer reservoir and was built by excavation 

and embankment of soil into the bottom screen and dam fencing up to 20 m in height. 

 

Zyhar et. al. in 2021 note that the construction and operation of large-scale hydraulic structures are 

always associated with technology-related risk risks – structural, hydrodynamic, geological, 

geodynamic and, sometimes, seismic. Therefore, all basic methods of geotechnical monitoring are 

applied at the construction site of the Dnister PSPP: visual-instrumental, geodetic, parametric, 

vibrometric, hydrogeological, temperature and geophysical methods. 

 

For example, according to Savchyn & Vaskovets in 2018 and Savchyn & Pronyshyn in 2020, the area 

of the Dnister hydropower complex have an uneven pulsating alternating character. This leads to 

emerging of zones of occurrence of extreme values of compression and transtension. Zyhar et. al. in 

2021 note that GNSS methods should be used to monitor surface deformation processes, but they do 

not allow to control the internal deformation processes that occur in the middle of the slope. That is 

why the application of monitoring on the basis of the seismicacoustic method allows obtaining real 

and immediate information about the density and elasticity of geological layers under the influence of 

man-made load and anisotropy of the rock massif. In this work the analysis of seismicacoustic method 

is carried out. 

 

Data and Methods 

 

To study the stress-strain behaviour of soils within the mountain plateau, on which the Dnister PSPP 

is located, four geophysical wells were identified (Fig. 1). The stratigraphic location of the geologic 

horizon for both geophysical wells is almost the same (see Fig. 1). The distance between the clusters 

of geophysical wells is 170 m. Average depth for each of the geophysical wells is 20 meters. 

  

 
Figure 1 Location map of geophysical wells 

 (The map was compiled using the Geological map of Ukraine, 2008) 
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According to Zyhar et. al. in 2021 the wells cover two main structural and stratigraphic complexes 

that take part in the geological structure of the region – the basement of the East European Platform 

(the Proterozoic) and its sedimentary cover (Phanerozoic formations) (Geological map of Ukraine, 

2008). Zyhar et. al. in 2021 note that the Proterozoic is represented by the Berdychiv 

ultrametamorphic complex (γmPR1bd). It is composed of andradite-biotite granitic rock and 

migmatite. Structurally, andradite-biotite granitic rock and migmatite are observed in synformal 

structures. Sediments of the Vendian system in the study area are represented by the Grushkin (V1gr), 

Mogyliv (V2mg), Yaryshiv (V2jr), Nagoryany (V2ng) and Danyliv (V2dn) stratigraphy assises. These 

are terrigenous rock masses composed of sandstones, siltstones and argillites. The rocks described 

below overlap with stratigraphic inconsistencies with Cretaceous formations. Nezvyska and 

Pylypchany stratigraphy assises are joined (K1-2nz+pl) – quartz-glauconitic sand in basal layers, 

glauconitic sands, arenaceous limestone with glauconite above. The age of Nezvyska stratigraphy 

assise is defined as Cenomanian. Ozarynets stratigraphy assise (K2oz) is represented by limestone with 

admixtures of clay material and single contractions of flints, above there is rottenstone with bundle of 

opal and chalcedony flints. Neogene formations are represented by deposits of Baden (N1pd) and 

Sarmatian (N1p+v) regional stages and the thickness of alluvial deposits of ancient terraces of the 

Dnister (N1-2ap). Sediments of the Baden regional stage are composed of sands and sandstones, and 

argillaceous sandstones in the upper part. Sarmatian sediments are represented by different genetic 

types - marine, lagoon and continental. Lithologically, they are represented by clays, sands, limestone. 

The section of the investigated area is completed by ancient alluvial formations, which are represented 

by coarse-grained sand-gravel-pebble deposits. It should be noted that the Neogene week and unstable 

layers were removed during the construction of the Dnister upper reservoir. 

 

The method of intervolve seismic tomography was the seismic energy injection in one well and 

register ingseisms in another (Noleta, 1990; Specialized hydrogeological map of groundwater of the 

Ukrainian SSR, 1995). In order to achieve the highest ray density, the most complete in the angular 

coordinate’s coverage of the research area (one of the important criteria for the quality of addressing 

of the tomography problem) a fanning surveying system was used. This system is implemented by 

sequential movement of the source along the entire interval of research in depth (from the bottom to 

the wellhead) with a given step (step of the receivers) at a fixed position of the string of receivers of 

seismic energy (P-waves). Such observations were repeated for different positions of the string of 

fixed receivers, which moved along the well shaft with the selected injection step. As a result, a series 

of vertical wave fields corresponding to a grid of rays uniformly covering the observed space was 

registered (Fig. 2).  

 
Figure 2 Scheme of observations between geophysical wells №1, №2 (Deineko et. al., 2017) 
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To monitor the spatial position in all geophysical wells inclinometric measurements was performed 

(by inclinometer DevProbe1 by Geotomographie GmbH Company, Germany). The main parameters 

of the observation system (reception step, injection step) were chosen taking into account the 

seismogeological features of the site and the required detail of the research. At the interwell sounding 

the interval of reception was 1 m, of the injection – 1 m. The source of injection of the seismic energy 

during the research was a non-explosive electrohydraulic source of seismic waves "SBS-42", the 

power of which is 1 kJ. Seismic acoustic studies were performed by the digital seismic station 

"Lakkolit-24M" manufactured by "LOGIS" company (Russia) and a set of equipment by 

Geotomographie GmbH (Germany). When conducting seismic sounding, a necessary condition is the 

need to fill wells with water and the absence of cavities between the casing column and the inner 

annulus (high-quality annulus cementation) (Deineko et. al., 2017). For the study, the measurement 

data from 2012 till 2016 were compared. 

 

Analysis and Interpretations 

 

To analyze and interpret the measurement results performed combination of data from measurements 

performed in 2012 and 2016 (Fig. 3-4). 

 

  

Figure 3 Results of seismic tomography and 

interwell sounding of wells №1 and №2 

Figure 4 Results of seismic tomography and 

interwell sounding of wells №3 and №4 

 

Analyzing the obtained results (see Fig. 3-4), it can be noted that during the observation period there 

is a tendency to solidification of the geological layers N1p+v and N1pd. It is known that the increase in 

the speed of the acoustic wave indicates the thickening of the particles of the material through the 

operation of a hydropower facility. Thus, in the N1p+v the speed of the longitudinal wave increased in 

2016 to 4 km/s compared to 2012. Similarly, there is an increase in velocities in the N1pd to 1.8 km/s. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The paper presents an analysis of the results of geophysical monitoring of soil behavior, implemented 

on the basis of seismic acoustic measurements performed on the territory of the Dnister PSPP. 

Quantitative parameters of changes that occurred during the observation period from 2012 to 2016 

were established. The results of monitoring observations will allow, if necessary, to take appropriate 

measures in a timely manner to ensure the normal operation of the facility. 
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